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\texttt{composite[TC, BIGCUP] // VSNormality}

\texttt{composite[TC, BIGCUP] == composite[BIGCUP, TC]}

We also proved this in \texttt{Otter} by a vertical section method.

\texttt{composite[TC, BIGCUP] := composite[BIGCUP, TC]}

\texttt{Map[VERTSECT, Assoc[TC, BIGCUP, inverse[E]]]}

\texttt{composite[IMAGE[TC], IMAGE[BIGCUP]] == composite[IMAGE[BIGCUP], IMAGE[TC]]}

\texttt{composite[IMAGE[TC], IMAGE[BIGCUP]] := composite[IMAGE[BIGCUP], IMAGE[TC]]}

\texttt{Map[VERTSECT, Assoc[TC, TC, inverse[E]]]}

\texttt{composite[IMAGE[TC], IMAGE[TC]] == IMAGE[TC]}

\texttt{composite[IMAGE[TC], IMAGE[TC]] := IMAGE[TC]}

\texttt{AssocTest[[TC, BIGCUP, inverse[E], inverse[S]]]}

\texttt{True}

\texttt{composite[inverse[E], BIGCUP] == composite[inverse[E], BIGCUP, inverse[S]]}

\texttt{Assoc[inverse[E], inverse[E], inverse[S]] // Reverse}

\texttt{composite[inverse[E], BIGCUP, inverse[S]] == composite[inverse[E], BIGCUP]}

\texttt{composite[inverse[E], BIGCUP, inverse[S]] := composite[inverse[E], BIGCUP]}
Assoc[TC, BIGCUP, POWER] // Reverse
composite[BIGCUP, TC, POWER] == TC

composite[BIGCUP, TC, POWER] := TC

Assoc[TC, BIGCUP, inverse[BIGCUP]] // Reverse
composite[BIGCUP, TC, inverse[BIGCUP]] == TC

composite[BIGCUP, TC, inverse[BIGCUP]] := TC

Assoc[TC, BIGCUP, SINGLETON] // Reverse
composite[BIGCUP, TC, SINGLETON] == TC

composite[BIGCUP, TC, SINGLETON] := TC